
 

 

® 

® eDM10X™ and PostalWeb 

PostalOne!   Made Easier  

Stop wasting time using the PostalOne! MDR Client and downloading documents 
from the PostalOne! dashboard!  You may not even realize how much time you 
spend doing this, but it really adds up.  Wouldn't it be nice if you could be doing 
something more productive? 
 
Together, eDM10X and PostalWeb will automate your Mail.dat uploads and postage 
statement retrieval plus help you fix files that fail validation!   

Request Your FREE Personalized Demonstration of eDM10X and PostalWeb 
and reduce labor intensive work of interacting with PostalOne! 

Call 800-524-0380 or  
email PostalSpecialist@windowbook.com 

for more information on how eDM10X and PostalWeb can help you. 

www.windowbook.com          postalspecialist@windowbook.com          800-524-0380 

Automate Mail.dat 

® submissions AND retrieval 
of finalized statements from PostalOne! 

®  

Our first Test site reports saving over 14 man-hours per week 
just by not having to go to PostalOne! to retrieve the finalized 
statements they need.   
 
According to their accounting department this adds up to over 
$700 in savings per week!  That’s a savings of $36,000 per 
year just using the first version of PostalWeb!  

The only system that lets you automate your interaction with PostalOne! 
Streamline your mailing process and reduce your costs 

Dramatically reduce man hours needed to submit mailings to PostalOne! 

Easily fix Mail.dat validation errors for resubmission 

Free up time to focus on other tasks 

Increase revenue by redeploying valued staff to more valuable and productive work 

Save time locating, retrieving, printing and organizing eDoc 

Allows mail production and payment process to be more efficient 

Simple solution for producing accurate eDoc, happier clients and employees, and more profits! 



Works with Mail.dat files generated by any presort software,  
MLOCR or post-presort program 

Powerful submission automation capabilities: 

Automatically validate and upload Mail.dat files to PostalOne! 

Receive customizable email and text message notification on submission events 

No need to constantly babysit the MDR Client to confirm your submissions are successful 

Frees you to focus on other tasks while it performs the monitoring for you 

Can easily access validation and debug log data for a specific job and paste it into a PostalOne! 
Helpdesk ticket 

Can monitor USPS® Production, PreProd, TEM and CAT environments at the same time 

Automatically updates the MDR Client when new releases are required by PostalOne! 

Integrated QuickFix Mail.dat editor makes it easier to fix validation errors and resubmit to  
PostalOne! quickly 

Fixes and resubmits Mail.dat files that have failed validation 
QuickFix editor uses validation logs to help mailers fix their validation errors more easily. 

Automate Your PostalOne! eDoc Submission with eDM10X 
The only system that lets you manage Mail.dat file submissions to PostalOne!,  
provides customizable e-mail and text message notification and provides  
superior access to submission information.  

www.windowbook.com          postalspecialist@windowbook.com          800-524-0380 



Spend a lot less time on the the PostalOne! dashboard 
Subscribe to automated delivery of UPD (unpaid) and finalized postage statements, UPD barcoded 

Confirmation pages and mailing registers by e-mail or secure file transfer 

 - Can automatically organize your UPD and finalized postage statements by mail owner  

You can also receive easy-to-use XML data files that contain the info in each finalized postage  
statement  

 - Save time entering postage data in other applications by importing these XML files instead  

 - This postage data always matches PostalOne! since that is where it came from  

Automate PostalOne! Statement Retrieval 
You can have them e-mailed to you or securely transferred 
right to your server!   

Access PostalWeb's eDocs dashboard from anywhere   

More useful to mailers than the MDR Client submission screen or PostalOne! dashboard 

Can be viewed on smartphones wherever you are 

Shows relationships between jobs and submissions and what percent of the job has been  
paid for in PostalOne! 

Helps mailers manage partial mailings! 

Includes and is searchable by Mail Preparer's Job Number 

Shows times and dates of PostalOne! events for each submission 

Provides access to UPD statements, barcoded confirmation pages and registers as well as  
finalized statements 
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Request Your FREE Personalized Demonstration of eDM10X and PostalWeb 
and reduce labor intensive work of interacting with PostalOne! 

Call 800-524-0380 or email PostalSpecialist@windowbook.com 

® 

® eDM10X™ and PostalWeb 

eDM10X and PostalWeb 
Together they will save you huge amounts of time and money and  
simplify PostalOne! interaction 

eDM10X manages submissions to PostalOne! and notifies production staff of any problems or 
events they should know about. 

PostalWeb automates transfer of PostalOne! documents and data back to mailer. It also provides a  

web based submission dashboard that provides important production related data. 

 

Significant Time Savings (up to 85% for work involved with MDR Client and PostalOne! dashboard) 
 No need to manually upload Mail.dat files to PostalOne! 

 No need to babysit the MDR Client submission screen to see whether jobs pass or fail 

 No need to go to the PostalOne! dashboard to download postage statements or confirmation pages 

 No need to enter postage information into mailer billing and jobshop systems  
 

Improve Operational Efficiency 
 Improve client satisfaction by reducing time it takes to provide proof of mailing (finalized statements) 

and underlying postage data for internal accounting applications. 

 Greater accuracy in post-mailing postage applications due to less human interaction 

 Easily cross-train other people to handle eDoc tasks since they have to do a lot less than before 

 Save time and meet shipping and payment deadlines 

 Redeploy staff for more valuable and productive work 
 

Simplification and Streamlining of Business and Production Processes 
 No interaction with MDR Client needed by users or IT staff 

 - EDM’s server component automates upload and notifies users of PostalOne! events via  
  e-mail or text  

 Auto-update of MDR Client which is used by EDM10X 

 Simplified process of fixing files that fail validation and resubmitting thanks to QuickFix 

 Simplified way of viewing payment completion status on partial mailings and easily viewing other 
PostalOne! submission information anywhere in the plant or the world 

 Simplified process of collecting error information to put in a PostalOne! Helpdesk ticket 

PostalOne!   Made Easier  


